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Abstract
Linear accelerator-based Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) is often performed
using either dynamic conformal arcs or VMAT.

For multifocal disease, multifocal

conformal arc techniques can struggle to deliver the desired dose with high conformity
for all targets simultaneously. While VMAT may improve coverage and conformity,
and can offer the planner more flexibility, it can result in highly modulated treatment
plans with non-intuitive MLC trajectories. The complex MLC modulation trajectories
can often struggle to shield healthy areas between targets, thus leaving open gaps being
irradiated between targets. The purpose of this research is to overcome these limitations
by developing a technique for SRS of multifocal targets that combines the intuitive MLC
trajectories of dynamic conformal arcs with the flexibility of VMAT.
Methods
A Conformal Arc Informed VMAT (CAVMAT) planning technique was
developed in which arcs are assigned subgroups of targets, for which the MLCs are able
to effectively conform to all targets in the subgroup. Arc weights are optimized to
achieve desired dose per target while minimizing the variation in MU per arc. The
optimized conformal arc plan then serves as the starting point in a VMAT inverse
optimization to fine tune the dose to each target, optimize conformity, and meet any
plan specific objectives. To demonstrate feasibility, ten multifocal VMAT cases were re-
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planned using the CAVMAT technique. The following metrics of plan quality were used
to compare VMAT with CAVMAT: volume of healthy brain receiving 6Gy, 12Gy, and
16Gy, conformity index, and total number of monitor units.
Results
The V6Gy of the healthy brain was 10±13% (range 25% lower to 15% higher for
CAVMAT plans than VMAT plans). V12Gy of healthy brain tissue showed 5±14%
(range 16% lower to 24% higher in CAVMAT plans than VMAT plans). The V16Gy of
healthy brain tissue was 3±16% (range 16% to 4% lower and 41% higher in CAVMAT
plans than VMAT plans in one case).
Conclusion
CAVMAT plans created succeeded in lessening low dose spill with lower MUs
on average compared to VMAT plans. The conformity indexes are comparable to VMAT
plans and maximum doses to patients are higher in the CAVMAT plans than in the
VMAT plans. Future work will focus on automating subgrouping and weight
optimization process and study the effects of PTV size on low doses.
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1. Introduction
Brain metastases are cancer cells that proliferate from primary tumors in other
organs to the brain. It is a common malignancy occurring between 9% to 17% of cancer
patients (Badiyan, Regine, & Mehta, 2016). Median survival rate for brain metastasis
regardless of radiation therapy was typically 6 months or less. Radiotherapeutic
treatment modalities that increase life expectancy have been proposed to improve this
prognosis. There is a need for a modality that increases life expectancy and offers a
relatively short treatment period.
Early radiation therapy has radiation beams only matched to the height and
width of the tumor; thereby exposing healthy tissue to radiation. The continuous
exposure of healthy tissues is not acceptable to the goal of radiation therapy thereby
raising concerns for innovation. Each treatment modality improved on reducing the
dose to normal tissues. Location and treatment of tumors has become increasingly
precise with advancement in technology. 3D Conformal Radiation Therapy (3D- CRT)
utilizes radiation beams that are shaped to enter the patient from multiple angles to
match the shape of the tumor and spares as much healthy tissues as possible(Mageras,
Podmaniczky, & Mohan, 1992; Mohan et al., 1988).
Two decades ago, intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) was developed
as an evolution of 3D-CRT (Bortfeld, 1999). IMRT produces highly conformal dose
distributions using radiation beams of nonuniform intensity which enables dose
1

escalation to irregularly shaped tumors with decreased dose to organs at risk (OAR)
(Wortel et al., 2015). An Improved technique was introduced to decrease doses to OARs
and treatment duration. Volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) was introduced(Yu,
1995). It consists of treating the patient by means of one or more gantry arcs with
continuously varying beam aperture, gantry speed and dose rate. This approach
maximizes the gain of IMRT by treating the patient with the widest range of beam
orientations in the shortest possible time. From the point of view of quality assurance,
VMAT is imagined as simultaneous operation of dynamic multileaf collimator (DMLC
or sliding window) delivery, which is now widely used for dynamic IMRT, arc delivery,
and stereotactic treatments (Chan et al., 2011).
A standard of care for brain metastasis has historically been Whole-Brain
Radiation Therapy (WBRT), which has improved median survival compared to no
therapy (Cairncross, Kim, & Posner, 1980). An issue with late toxicity arising from
WBRT has resulted in proposals for alternate forms of radiation therapy modalities.
Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) was proposed to deliver a high dose in a few
fractions with sharp dose fall-offs to spare normal tissue. A combination of WBRT and
Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) is correlated with a slightly higher Quality-Adjusted
Life Expectancy (QALE) in patients with an 18-month life expectancy(Chen, Punglia, &
Sher, 2009). SRS treatment alone without WBRT have shown smaller cognitive
deterioration for 1 to 3 targets even though no real difference in overall survival showed
2

(Brown et al., 2016)(Brown et al., 2017). While linear accelerator-based radiosurgery has
traditionally been carried out using cones, Dynamic Conformal Arcs (DCA) are now
often utilized for linear accelerator-based SRS. SRS alone without prior WBRT however
is shown a higher QALE in patients with about 24-month life expectancy and infrequent
distant recurrence (Chen et al., 2009). While DCAs tend to struggle in delivering highly
conformal dose to irregularly shaped targets, VMAT excels at this point, showing better
homogeneity and conformity for multi-target treatment (Clark, Popple, Young, &
Fiveash, 2010; Molinier et al., 2016; C. Stanhope et al., 2016). VMAT has been shown to
sufficiently treat cranial metastasis(Clark et al., 2010; Morrison et al., 2016; Carl Stanhope
et al., 2016).
The gradual improvement of modalities for SRS was based on theories and
technologies developed over time to improve beam modulation and field shaping.
Takahashi in 1965 described the first instance of conformal therapy, Multileaf
Collimators (MLC) shape beam aperture to vary in positions to match beams eye view of
the target throughout gantry arc rotation. Historically, dynamic conformal arcs have
been used for SRS, each target uses a separate isocenter, which leads to long overall
treatment times when multiple targets are treated. Single isocenter VMAT has become
the standard and is increasingly used in more radiation oncology centers. In addition,
single isocenter VMAT often requires fewer treatment arcs than multi-target DCA,
resulting in decreased treatment time. However, VMAT for multi-target treatment often
3

presents the island blocking problem, which is defined as the inability to consistently
block normal tissues between multiple targets in a complex geometry with the MLC
(Kang, Ford, Smith, Wong, & McNutt, 2010).

Figure 1 Visual representation of island blocking problem in red circle.

The island blocking problem is a well described limitation of MLC-based
radiosurgery for multiple targets, and while several algorithms and planning strategies
have been proposed to mitigate these effects, these methods can sometimes be only
partially effective for specific geometries (Kang et al., 2010),(Wu et al., 2016). With the
increase in prescribed dose conformity to the targets in VMAT an increase in low dose
spread to the brain was observed (Fogliata et al., 2017). As a possible solution to these
problems, Single Isocenter Dynamic Conformal Arcs (SIDCA) was created. SIDCA uses
a group of DCAs to multiple targets with a single isocenter; usually the relative center of
4

the group of targets. SIDCA however showed lower peripheral dose and longer
treatment times compared to VMAT (Huang et al., 2014).
In this study, we develop and evaluate a multi-target SRS technique that
combines the advantages of multi-target DCA and multi-target VMAT, thus overcoming
the island blocking problem while still maintaining VMAT’s advantages of fast
treatment time and flexibility of inverse optimization. We entitle this technique
Conformal Arc informed VMAT (CAVMAT).

2. Materials and methods
The CAVMAT technique consists of multiple VMAT arcs, where targets are
divided into 2-3 sub-groups per arc geometry. Sub-groups are assigned strategically so
that the MLCs can conform to all targets in the subgroup throughout the arc without
island blocking, while also ensuring variability of the combinations of targets per arc
geometry. The plan is created by preparing DCAs for each sub-group, optimizing their
weighting to achieve the prescribed treatment dose per target, and then using this DCA
plan as the starting point for VMAT inverse optimization. The general workflow for
obtaining the CAVMAT plan is represented in the chart below:
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Figure 2 Flow chat of weight optimized plan and CAVMAT plan creation

2.1 Subgroup selection and conformal arc creation
The PTV is contoured to comprise all targets delineated. The PTV is then
separated into two to three subgroups of the different target combinations for every arc.
The direction of travel for duplicated arcs with a different PTV subgroup is reversed in
the Treatment Planning System (TPS) so as to have efficient treatment delivery.
Subgroups for each arc are not randomly selected but selected based on creation
of geometries to avoid island blocking and ensuring variability in the subgroup
combinations between arcs so as to allow for a robust beam weight optimization. With
the consideration of the two conditions, subgroup of target selection followed this
procedure:
i.

First target for an arc is randomly selected.
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ii. Select a second target to include in the subgroup. For the first arc considered,
choose a random arc. For subsequent arcs, the targets as strategically chosen so as to
have a unique combination from prior arc(s).
iii. Identify a collimator angle so that the MLCs can effectively conform to all
targets in the sub-group. If none exists, then the new target is not included in the subgroup and instead is moved to the next subgroup.
iv. Repeat steps ii and iii until all targets are included in a subgroup.
After the subgroups are decided for all arcs, dynamic conformal arcs are created
for each subgroup, using Eclipse contouring of new structures. MLCs are set to conform
to targets in the subgroup. Figure 2 shows an example of the resulting dynamic
conformal arcs for two subgroups for a CAVMAT plan.

7

Figure 3 First (above) and second (below) subgroup for a single arc geometry.
The first subgroup is treated with the arc rotating one direction, after which the
arc direction of rotation is reversed to treat the second subgroup. Arc geometries for
typical VMAT cases are used in subgroup arcs trajectory formation. There is typically a
full arc and two (or more) partial arcs. The MLCs in the subgroup arcs are set to conform
to the targets with a 2mm margin.

2.2 Beam weight optimization
After subgroups of targets are formed and dynamic conformal arc fields are
created for each sub-group, a field weight optimization is performed prior to the inverse
optimization. Dose is first calculated with fixed MU to determine the dose contribution
8

of field

to target for all fields and targets. The field weights

are then

iteratively adjusted to achieve the prescribed dose Dt per target, where:

The field weight optimization was constructed in MATLAB, with input from the
treatment planning system being the dose contribution per MU from each field to each
individual target. We use a multidimensional nonlinear minimizer (Nelder-Mead)
which finds the local minimum for a function of N variables(Mathews & Fink, 2004).
This method uses a pattern search on the vertices of a simplex of N+1 for N number of
variables. The vertex with the largest f(x,y) is substituted for a new vertex. The process
repeats forming a reducing structure of N+1 dimension, until the coordinates of the
minimum point are found. The optimization was repeated M times, where M is the
number of fields. In each iteration one field weight was perturbed (decreased by 50%).
This resulted in M+1 sets of field weights, which were ranked based on;
(1) the absolute difference between prescribed and actual total target dose
(2) the standard deviation of the difference in prescribed and actual dose per
target,
(3) the number of fields that have >10% of the median MU, and
(4) the standard deviation of the field MU.
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The set of field weights that was accepted and used was the set with the highest
average ranking in all four categories. This set of MUs are manually entered into the
treatment planning software in for each field f.

2.3 Inverse Optimization and final dose calculation
The dynamic conformal arc plan with optimized field weightings is then used as
the initial starting point for VMAT inverse optimization. For our implementation, the
inverse optimization consisted of Eclipse Optimization Algorithm PRO_13623 on the
fourth resolution level. Normal tissue objectives and dose to targets are manually
defined for each target, constraints on organs at risk were not manually defined no
constraint. Maximum target dose is set to 110% of prescription dose, priority is however
reduced to 50 in comparison to 100 for minimum target dose. After the inverse
optimization, the plan was normalized to 100% of the prescription dose to 99.5% of the
total PTV volume.

2.4 Comparison to conventional VMAT
The plan quality of CAVMAT is compared to VMAT plans for the same cases
which the current clinical standard planning modality. We create and compare the low
dose volume, dose conformity and total MU for the CAVMAT plan and single isocenter
VMAT. A cohort of 10 patients were used for this research in a retrospective IRB
approved protocol. The patients selected were not currently being treated and had three
to six individual targets making up the composite PTV. Patient cohort presented with 3
10

to 6 separate intracranial targets. Total target number and total PTV size are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1 Patient cohort target size and total volume
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

PTV
5.38
3
Volume(cm )

1.42

1.01

6.02

5.74

3.86

1.37

4.7

4.35

2.04

Number of
targets

3

4

3

3

3

6

3

4

5

6

For simplicity of analysis, all plans were re-planned so that all targets received a
prescription dose of 20Gy. In typical VMAT plans, dose to different targets may vary for
the same plan. Smaller targets may receive higher doses; considering margins added to
PTV for the planning smaller targets tend to include smaller volume of healthy brain
tissue receiving high doses than larger targets. Clinically treated plans that were
considered for all patients had between 18Gy to 20Gy. Plan geometries considered for
this study are typical clinical VMAT SRS plans; and avoid gantry trajectories where the
beam’s eye view of the targets intersect each another. These plans are optimized using
inverse Optimization Algorithm PRO_13623 (Progressive Resolution Optimizer version
13.6.23.
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2.5 Plan evaluation
For each patient, the volume of normal brain tissue contoured minus the total
PTV in the clinical, weight optimized plan prior to inverse optimization and the
CAVMAT plan receiving 6Gy, 12Gy and 16Gy are compared. The dose conformity to the
target is calculated with via Conformity Index ( ) (Petkovska, Tolevska, Kraleva, &
Petreska, 1993):

where

is the volume of the total outer contour covered by the normalization

isodose. We also compared the total monitor units, maximum dose for each plan and
calculate delivery time for each plan.

3. Results
3.1 Example Case
Following is an example case running through the results to the formation of the
CAVMAT plan. The beam shapes for VMAT, weight optimized plan and CAVMAT for
one field are shown in Figures 3, 5, and 6 respectively. These figures highlight the nonintuitive nature of the MLC trajectory for VMAT. Throughout the traditional VMAT arc,
the MLC modulates to expose or shield the targets. All the targets are treated
simultaneously, and MLCs do not conform to a fixed shape. Island blocking problem is
12

evident in cases with more targets as shown in Figure 4 for patient 7. The MLC in the
weight optimized plans however conforms to one group of targets throughout arc as
shown in Figure 5 and does not modulate to shape dose profile. The doses however
conform after the beam weight optimization. Beam shape in the CAVMAT plans
conforms to the targets being treated in the subgroup selected for the field in the
beginning of the treatment arc, as the targets in the beams eye view get closer to the
targets in the other group, the MLCs modulate to include the all targets dose is
prescribed to. The modulation of the MLCs are not as drastic and complex as in VMAT
but do not fully conform to targets throughout treatment arcs. This modulation is shown
in Figure 6. The dose-volume histogram showing target dose conformity for the VMAT,
weight optimized and CAVMAT plan are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Isodose
spread for the VMAT, beam weight optimized and CAVMAT plans are shown in figure
9.
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Figure 4 Beams eye view of VMAT plan considering a single field for Patient 4

14

Figure 5 Beams eye view of single field for patient 7 showing island blocking
problem and modulation.
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Figure 6 Beams eye view of weight optimized plan for a single gantry trajectory
consisting of two fields.
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Figure 7 Beam eye view of a single gantry trajectories consisting of two field for
CAVMAT plan
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Healthy brain tissue
Targets

Figure 8 DVH of VMAT, weight optimized and CAVMAT plans
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Figure 7a) The Dose Volume Histogram of the VMAT plans shows convergence
of the targets at prescription dose with a sharp dose fall-off, b) Dose Volume Histogram
of weight optimized plan, c) Dose Volume Histogram of CAVMAT plans. The DVHs
show the dose to volumes of healthy brain and targets. All targets are prescribed to
receive 2000cGy. Figure 7b) shows targets receiving conformal dose after weight
optimization after the DCAs, the volume covered by low doses to the healthy brain in
the CAVMAT plan in Figure 7c) is notably lower than in the weight optimized plans.
The low dose comparison between the VMAT and CAVMAT plans are tabulated in
section 3.2 below.
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Figure 9 DVH of DCA plan before optimization, weight optimized, VMAT, and
CAVMAT plans.
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From top to bottom, Figure 8 represents the DVH of DCA plan prior
optimization, weight optimized, VMAT, and CAVMAT plans. The plans prior to the
weight optimization have target dose spread out with no convergence. Target doses are
converged after weight optimization. The DVH for the VMAT plans show a sharp dropoff after prescription dose for the target DVH, this can be attributed to the modulation of
the MLCs blocking the target centers in some parts of the arcs. The CAVMAT plans do
not modulate the MLCs to block the center of the targets like in the VMAT plans thus
higher doses and the maximum doses to the plans are centered on the target centers.

21

Figure 10 CAVMAT plan (top), beam weight optimized plan (middle), and
VMAT plan isodose distributions (below)
CAVMAT shows a smoother isodose distribution around targets. The isodose
shows a seemingly more conformed dose to the shape targets compared to weight
optimized and VMAT plan. Weight optimized plans show a more conspicuous dose
bridging compared to CAVMAT and VMAT plans. The maximum doses in the
CAVMAT plans tend to be closer to the middle of the targets as seen above in contrast to
VMAT which could be closer to target peripheries. This is due to MLC modulation
differences in CAVMAT and VMAT plans.
22

3.2 Dose statistics comparison
Prior to inverse optimization, the DVH of the VMAT plans and weight optimized
plans provides information on the low dose spill and is compared to VMAT plans, the
percentage difference in V6, V12, and V16 is tabulated as shown. Negative percentage
difference represents VMAT plan dose for the patient being higher than the comparing
modality. Tables 2-4 represent the low dose comparison of weight optimized plans and
the VMAT plans. Figure 9 is a visual representation of the dosimetric comparison made
in the Tables 2-4. After inverse optimization, the comparison of low dose spill in the
CAVMAT plans and the VMAT plans are quantitatively represented in Tables 5-7 and
visually in Figure 10. The Monitor Units for the weight optimized plans and CAVMAT
compared to the VMAT plans shown below in Table 8. Conformity for the weight
optimized, VMAT and CAVMAT plans are calculated and represented in Table 9. The
maximum dose present in the patient body is recorded for each plan and patient and
shown in Table 10.
Table 2 V6 of healthy brain tissue for Beam weight optimized -VMAT
comparison. Negative percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison
VMAT plan.

VMAT
weight
optimi
zed

P1
72.09
56.52

P2
22.08
25.37

V6Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
27.21 35.18 52.46 33
60.58 55.86
21.89 38.08 69.02 47.35 66.83 86.93
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P9
64.49
69.19

P10
32.09
31.31

differe
nce (%)

-21.60

14.90

-19.54

8.24

31.57

43.48

10.32

55.62

7.29

-2.43

Table 3 V12 of healthy brain tissue for Beam weight optimized-VMAT
comparison. Negative percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison
VMAT plan.
V12Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
VMAT

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

19.13

6.20

7.71

9.47

13.76

8.51

11.36

11.06

14.48

6.09

7.31

7.18

10.99

18.48

12.07

13.96

19.07

19.78

8.57

16.05

34.30

41.83

22.89

72.41

36.60

40.72

weight
19.13
optimized
difference -17.93
(%)

17.90 -6.89

Table 4 V16 of healthy brain tissue for Beam weight optimized-VMAT
comparison. Negative percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison
VMAT plan

P1
8.52
8.11

VMAT
weight
optimized
difference -4.81
(%)

P2
2.90
4.04

V16Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
3.65 4.47
6.44
3.99
4.47
4.76
3.91 6.49
10.34 6.90
6.88
10.64

39.31

7.12

45.19

60.56
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72.93

53.91

P9
6.52
10.42

123.53 59.82

P10
2.48
4.58
84.68

Figure 11 Low dose spill difference between weight optimized and VMAT in
percent.
Central line in box indicates median, upper and lower edges of the box are 25%
and 75% (lower and upper quartile), and whiskers are the furthermost points that are
not outliers. The outliers are denoted by a + and plotted individually. Lower dose spill in
VMAT is shown as the box plots above the reference line on the zero percentile
The V6Gy of the healthy brain was 10±13% lower in weight optimized plan than
in VMAT (range 25% lower to 15% higher than VMAT plans). V12Gy of healthy brain
tissue showed 5±14% lower in weight optimized than in VMAT (range 16% lower to 24%
higher than VMAT plans). The V16Gy of healthy brain tissue was 3±16% lower in
25

CAVMAT than in VMAT (range 16% to 4% lower and 41% higher than VMAT plans in
one case). With increasing doses, dose spill shown in weight optimized plans are higher
than in VMAT. This is shown consistently even in patient 1 (P1) with lower dose spill for
weight optimized plans in all three reference low doses. Low dose spill from the weight
optimized plans are lower in 3 cases for V6Gy, 2 cases for V12Gy and a single case for
V16Gy. The weight optimized plan likely has higher low dose spill because the weight
optimization does not modulate the dose to conform to the target but simply ensures the
points considered for optimization receive prescription dose. This increases the doses of
the normal tissue surrounding the targets. One case retained a low dose spill on V6, V12,
and V16.

Table 5 V6Gy of healthy brain tissue for CAVMAT-VMAT comparison. Negative
percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison VMAT plan.

P1
VMAT
72.09
CAVMAT 57.58
difference (%)
20.13

P2
22.08
19.86
10.05

V6Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
27.206 35.18 52.46 33
60.58
20.34 31.13 53.93 33.58 51.41
25.24 11.51 2.80
1.76
15.14
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P8
55.86
64.66
15.75

P9
64.49
50.05
22.39

P10
32.09
27.37
14.71

Table 6 V12Gy of healthy brain tissue for CAVMAT-VMAT comparison.
Negative percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison VMAT plan.
V12Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

VMAT

19.13 6.20

7.71

9.47

13.76

8.51

11.36

11.06

14.48

6.09

CAVMAT

16.32 5.55

6.47

8.73

13.01

8.16

9.85

13.73

12.11

7.10

difference
(%)

14.69 10.48

16.09 7.81

5.45

4.11

13.29

24.13

16.37

16.58

Table 7 V16Gy of healthy brain tissue for CAVMAT-VMAT comparison.
Negative percentages denote plans with lower doses than comparison VMAT plan.
V16Gy normal brain tissue (cm3)
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
VMAT
8.52 2.90 3.65 4.47 6.44 3.99 4.47
CAVMAT 7.18 2.66 3.34 4.30 6.03 3.64 4.14
difference (%)
15.73 8.28 8.49 3.80 6.37 8.77 7.38
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P8
4.76
6.55

P9
6.52
5.93
37.61 9.05

P10
2.48
3.50
41.13

Figure 12 Low dose spill difference between CAVMAT and VMAT in percent.
Central line in box indicates median, upper and lower edges of the box are 25%
and 75% (lower and upper quartile), and whiskers are the furthermost points that are
not outliers. The outliers are denoted by a + and plotted individually. Below the

reference going through zero shows lower dose in the CAVMAT plan, above shows
higher dose in the CAVMAT.
The V6Gy of the healthy brain was 10±13% (range 25% lower to 15% higher than
VMAT plans). V12Gy of healthy brain tissue showed 5±14% (range 16% lower to 24%
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higher than VMAT plans). The V16Gy of healthy brain tissue was 3±16% (range 16% to
4% lower and 41% higher than VMAT plans in one case). V6 in the CAVMAT plan show
lower doses in 7 cases, with 3 cases being marginally higher but not high enough to be
outliers. V12 and V16 shows two outliers with 8 cases of the CAVMAT plans having
lower doses compared to the VMAT plans. The p-value for the difference in doses for
V6Gy is 0.04 and increases with an increase in dose; 0.11 for V12Gy and 0.37 for V16Gy.
The trend of the p-value calculated for the comparison of low dose spill shows with
higher doses, the CAVMAT plans attaining lower doses are increasingly statistically
unreliable. The CAVMAT plans do however show lower V6 and with statistical
consistency to the VMAT plans. The two outliers showed in the low doses can be
attributed to the field placements in respect to the target locations.

Table 8 Monitor Units comparison between CAVMAT, weight optimized, and
VMAT plans
Total Monitor Units
P1
6569

P2
5736

P3
5229

P4
7043

P5
5510

P6
5967

P7
8621

P8
8589

P9
6008

P10
11041

weight
6861
Optimized
CAVMAT 6544

6230

5244

4041

5770

6103

6462

4930

6178

6919

6814

6686

4065

5728

6057

6777

5622

5978

7293

VMAT
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Average MU for the VMAT plans was 7031.3MUs with a 1788.892MUs standard
deviation and 6156.40MUs with a standard deviation of 878.41MUs for the CAVMAT
plans.
Table 9 Conformity Index comparison between CAVMAT, weight optimized,
and VMAT plans
Conformity Index
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

VMAT

1.23

1.19

1.5

1.15

1.01

1.23

1.63

1.2

1.36

1.25

Weight
Optimized
CAVMAT

1.45

2.08

1.86

1.51

1.92

1.96

2.27

1.76

2.37

2.3

1.24

1.32

1.43

1.12

1.22

1.12

1.43

1.32

1.37

1.5

The conformity index for the VMAT and CAVMAT plans are considered
clinically acceptable. The CAVMAT plans have a mean conformity index of 1.31 with a
standard deviation of 0.13, the VMAT plan has a mean conformity of 1.28 with a
standard deviation of 0.18. The weight optimized plans had an average conformity
index of 1.95 with a standard deviation of 0.31. Four weight optimized however obtain a
conformity index above 2.
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Table 10 Maximum dose comparison between CAVMAT, weight optimized, and
VMAT plans
Maximum dose (cGy)

VMAT
CAVMAT
Weight Optimized

P1
2271.9
2510.2
2411.6

VMAT
CAVMAT
Weight Optimized

P6
2312.9
2552
2371.5

P2
P3
2185.1
2168.3
2349.4
2269.6
2357
2184.6
Maximum dose (cGy)
P7
2314.8
2408
2359.4

P8
2421
2482.5
2255.3

P4
2292
2443.8
2203.1

P5
2267.1
2450.4
2512.8

P9
2263.7
2652.8
2510.3

P10
2596
2335
2269.7

In the CAVMAT plans, maximum dose ranges from 114% of prescription dose to
118% of prescription dose. The mean maximum dose of the CAVMAT plan is
2445.37cGy with a standard deviation of 107.22cGy. The VMAT plan has maximum
doses ranging from 108% to 129% of the prescription dose. The mean of the VMAT
maximum dose is 2309.28cGy with a standard deviation of 114.72cGy. The VMAT plan
showed consistently lower maximum dose with a p-value of 0.02.

4. Discussions
The CAVMAT plans shows a decreased low dose compared to VMAT plans. The
low doses recorded give an idea of the probability of radiation toxicity and radiation
necrosis. V12Gy in CAVMAT plans were on average lower than for VMAT. V12Gy is a
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predictor of radiation necrosis, the probability of radiation necrosis increases with an
increase in V12Gy (Korytko et al., 2006; Minniti et al., 2011). Lower volume of healthy
brain tissue receiving greater than 12Gy is linked to increased survival (Limon et al.,
2017).
Due to the more subtle MLC modulation in CAVMAT plans, the center of targets
are not shielded by MLCs for parts of the arc like in VMAT. This can result in a trade-off,
showing very high maximum doses in CAVMAT plans to achieve complete target
coverage with prescription dose. The formation of the subgroups and weight
optimization makes planning CAVMAT plans more time consuming than VMAT plans.
Subgrouping and weight optimization can be automated to reduce time spent in
planning CAVMAT plans. With the automation of the processes, CAVMAT has the
potential to exceed VMAT in planning time advantage since multiple runs through
optimizer is not required unlike in VMAT where plans are frequently optimized
multiple times to provide optimal results.

5. Conclusions
CAVMAT plans created succeeded in lessening low dose spill with lower MUs
on average compared to VMAT plans. The conformity index are comparable to VMAT
plans and maximum doses to patients are higher in the CAVMAT plans than in the
VMAT plans.
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The weight optimized plans provide a good starting point for inverse
optimization considering the reduction in low dose spill, barring uncertainties in higher
dose spillage. Considering gantry trajectory, if a target is positioned behind other targets
in the beams eye view, cumulative higher low dose spills are recorded for the plan. The
reduction in MLC modulation affects the coverage and blockage of targets. Because the
inverse optimization is kept on the forth level of resolution, the MLC does not modulate
as much as in VMAT plans, this restriction in the modulation affects its ability to reduce
some low doses in specific geometries. Using the method of optimized MUs as a starting
point for inverse optimization provides specific weights for fields to satisfy dose
prescription at the point in target the dose contribution is recorded. Weight optimization
is based on point dose contributions for each field towards each target, optimization is
not perfect in that it does not consider doses on the peripheries of the targets and low
dose spill is increased. Using the weight optimized plan as a starting point for inverse
optimization however provides a plan with lower low dose spill in most cases to VMAT
plans. Considering the MUs of CAVMAT and VMAT plans, according to Armoogum,
2018, lower MU values translate to lower scatter in the patient. CAVMAT plans thus
shows lower leakage from the linear accelerator and lower scatter in patient than VMAT
plans. The maximum dose present in the patient body (in PTV or outside PTV) shows
the CAVMAT plan being higher on average than the VMAT plans. VMAT plans show a
better conformity index than the CAVMAT plans. All CAVMAT plans can however be
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considered to have passed the clinical requirements in dose conformity. The effect of
size and number of targets were not studied.
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